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Abstract
Consider a linear system A(p)x = b(p) whose inputdata depend on a number of uncertain parameters p =(p1; : : : ; pk) varying within given intervals [p]. The ob-jective is to verify by numerical computations monotonic(and convexity/concavity) dependence of a solution com-ponent xi(p) with respect to a parameter pj over the in-terval box [p], or more general, to prove if some boundaryinf = supxi(p) for all p 2 [p] is attained at the end-points of[p]. Such knowledge is useful in many applications in orderto facilitate the solution of some underlying linear paramet-ric problem involving uncertainties.In this paper we present a technique, for proving the de-sired properties of the parametric solution, which is alter-native to the approaches based on extreme point compu-tations. The proposed computer-aided proof is based onguaranteed interval enclosures for the partial derivatives ofthe parametric solution for all p 2 [p]. The availability ofself-validated methods providing guaranteed enclosure of aparametric solution set by �oating-point computations is akey for the ef�ciency and the expanded scope of applicabil-ity of the proposed approach. Linear systems involving non-linear parameter dependencies, and dependencies betweenA(p) and b(p), as well as non-square linear parametric sys-tems can be handled successfully. Presented are details ofthe algorithm design and Mathematica tools implementingthe proposed approach. Numerical examples from struc-tural mechanics illustrate its application.

1. Introduction
Consider the linear algebraic system

A(p)x = b(p); (1)
where the elements of the n�n matrix A(p) and the vectorb(p) depend on a k-tuple of parameters p = (p1; : : : ; pk)

which are uncertain and varying within given intervalsaij(p) = aij(p1; : : : ; pk); bi(p) = bi(p1; : : : ; pk);i; j = 1; : : : ; n; (2)
p 2 [p] = ([p1]; : : : ; [pk]): (3)Such systems are common in many engineering analysis ordesign problems, models in operational research, linear pre-diction problems, etc., where there are complicated depen-dencies between the coef�cients of the system [1]-[4], [7],[13]. The uncertainties in the model parameters could orig-inate from an inexact knowledge of these parameters, mea-surement imprecision, or round-off errors.In this paper a real compact interval is denoted by [a] =[a�; a+] := fa 2 R j a� � a � a+g. By IRn; IRn�mwe denote the sets of interval n-vectors, resp. intervaln � m matrices. For [a] = [a�; a+], 0 62 [a], de�nesgn([a]) := f1 if a� > 0; �1 if a+ < 0g. The end-pointfunctionals (�)�; (�)+ and the sgn functional are appliedto interval vectors and matrices componentwise. We as-sume the reader is familiar with conventional interval arith-metic [6]. Let U(k) := fu 2 Rk j juj = (1; :::; 1)>g,where the absolute value is understood componentwise,juj = (ju1j; : : : ; jukj)>) for u 2 Rk. For [a] 2 IRnand u 2 U(n), au is de�ned by aui := fa�i if ui =1; a+i if ui = �1g, i = 1; : : : ; n. For a set of indicesI = fi1; : : : ; ing, the vector (xi1 ; : : : ; xin)> will be de-noted by xI .The set of solutions to (1�3), called parametric solutionset, is �p = �(A(p); b(p); [p]):= fx 2 Rn j 9 p 2 [p]; A(p)x = b(p)g : (4)

In many applications, when the solution components xi =xi(p) of (1�3) are proven to be convex, concave or mono-tonic, the solution of some underlying problem of interestcan be facilitated. Most often, for a non-empty bounded set(4), one needs to �nd its convex hull��p := [inf �p; sup�p] = \f[x] 2 IRn j �p � [x]g;



or an interval vector [y] � ��p which is most tight. Thefollowing theorem is well-known.Theorem 1 Let A(p) be nonsingular for all p 2 [p] and letthe components of x(p) = A�1(p)b(p) be monotonic in [p]with respect to each p� , � = 1; : : : ; k. Then for i = 1; : : : ; nf��pgi = ��A�1(pu)	i b(pu); �A�1(p�u)	i b(p�u)� ;where u� = sign@xi(p)@p� , � = 1; : : : ; k.Even when the solution components are not monotonic in[p] monotonicity can also be used provided the behavior ofthe solution is such that the following property holds��p = [ minu2U(k)A�1(pu)b(pu); maxu2U(k)A�1(pu)b(pu)]:Such parametric solution sets will be called possessing thecombinatorial property.Practical examples exploiting the above properties arecommon in the design and modelling under deterministicuncertainties [1], [2], [13]. Similar examples can also begiven in a stochastic context. For example, when it can beestablished that p enters a performance measure in a con-vex or concave manner, it becomes possible to carry out aso-called robust Monte Carlo simulation [2]. Also, whenthe components of p correspond to design parameters andxi(p) is some system quantity to be minimized, the convexdependence on p facilitates computation of some optimalsetting p = p� for the system.In order to be exploited, monotonicity, convex-ity/concavity, or combinatorial property of the parametricsolution should be proven. Given a parametric system (1�3) with nonsingular matrix A(p) for all p 2 [p], a so-lution component xi(p) is monotonic or convex/concavew.r.t. a parameter p� if @xi(p)@p� , or @2xi(p)@p2� respectively, havethe same sign for all p 2 [p]. For rank-one uncertaintystructures1, some extreme point results are given in [2].Namely, it is proven that the desired same-sign conditionscan be ascertain by checking the sign of certain multilinearaf�ne functions at the (extreme) end-points of [p]. Anotherwork [8] contains some veri�able suf�cient conditions un-der which the parametric solution set (4) possesses the com-binatorial property, or some bounds of the parametric so-lution set can be obtained by extreme point computations.The present work is motivated by the de�ciencies of the ap-proaches used in [2], [8]. First, proving solution set prop-erties by extreme point computations is applicable only tolinear systems with rank-one uncertainty structure. Second,point computations are guaranteed only if performed in ex-act arithmetic. Third, the computational ef�ciency of ex-treme point computations performed in exact arithmetic istoo low.
1A pair (A(p); b(p)) has rank-one uncertainty structure if each param-

eter p� enters into either A(p) or b(p) but not both and the dependencies
are af�ne-linear, cf. [2].

In view that proving the discussed properties of theparametric solutions is important also for other more gen-eral problem classes, e.g. such involving nonlinear param-eter dependencies or non-square systems, in this work wepresent another approach for proving the desired proper-ties. The computer-aided proof will be based on veri�ablesigns for the �rst partial derivatives (respectively the secondpartial derivatives for convexity/concavity property) of theparametric solution. The new line of attack consists in theway the proof will be done, namely, by self-validated solverof parametric interval linear systems which provides guar-anteed solution enclosure in �oating-point computations. InSection 2 the proposed alternative approach is presented indetails together with its algorithmic design providing bestcomputational ef�ciency. Some software tools implement-ing the proposed approach are presented in Section 3. Thissection demonstrates a much expanded scope of applicabil-ity of the proposed technique. Examples from structuralmechanics illustrate its application. The computational ef�-ciency of a proof based on self-validated parametric solveris compared to the approach based on extreme point com-putations.
2. Computer-aided proofs

The pioneering idea for computer-assisted monotonic-ity proofs related to parametric linear systems is due to Ji�r�́Rohn [14]. He considered linear systems with rank-one un-certainty structure and employed the information about themonotonicity of the parametric solution with respect to thesystem parameters in order to obtain an enclosure of theparametric solution set. To prove the monotonicity proper-ties Rohn's approach is based on enclosing the solution setsof corresponding linear systems for the partial derivativesof the original system. The de�ciency of this �rst attemptin proving monotonicity properties of the parametric solu-tion is that the linear systems for the partial derivatives aresolved by �any classical method� for enclosing the solutionof nonparametric interval linear systems. In other words,the idea of Rohn was to reduce the solution of a parametriclinear system to the solution of several nonparametric in-terval linear systems and then to solve point linear systemscorresponding to the monotonicity types. Since solving thederivative systems, which are also parametric, by nonpara-metric methods is practically useless due to the huge over-estimation of the solutions (derivatives), Rohn's approachwas improved in [9] by solving the derivative systems asparametric ones. In this section we further elaborate thisapproach ensuring its computational ef�ciency.Consider the system of linear equations (1�3). Eachparameter may enter both A(p) and b(p), and there is norestriction on the dependence between the parameters �aij(p) and bi(p), i; j = 1; : : : ; n, could be either af�ne-



linear or nonlinear functions of the parameters. The latterare considered to vary within given intervals [p1]; : : : ; [pk].In the sequel we assume that A(p) is nonsingular for allp 2 [p] and there is a function implementing some methodfor guaranteed enclosure of the solution set (4) of (1�3).Such methods exist, e.g. a general-purpose self-validatingmethod for parametric linear systems is proposed in [16]and generalized in [10]. For its implementation and appli-cation to a variety of practical problems involving eitheraf�ne-linear or rational dependencies see [12] and the lit-erature cited therein. A more ef�cient enclosure methodis proposed in [7] for the special case of rank-one uncer-tainty structures. The concepts of self-validating methodsand their mathematical background are discussed in manyworks, see [17] or [15], [16]. Mathematical rigor in thecomputer arithmetic using directed rounding, in algorithmdesign, and in program execution allow to guarantee thatthe hypotheses of suitable inclusion theorems are (or arenot) satis�ed and thus to guarantee that the stated problemhas (or does not have) a solution in an enclosing interval.Note that self-validating methods for linear systems proveexistence and uniqueness of the solution for p 2 [p] andtherefore the non-singularity of A(p).
2.1. Global monotonicity proof

Taking the partial derivative @@p� on both sides of (1) weobtain @A(p)@p� x(p) +A(p) @x(p)@p� = @b(p)@p� ; (5)
where the partial derivatives are applied to vectors and ma-trices componentwise. Denote �� := @x(p)@p� , b�(p) :=@b(p)@p� , A�(p) := @A(p)@p� , where the superscripts do not meanpower but corresponding �-th derivative vector or matrix.Assuming that [x�] 2 IRn is a solution enclosure generatedby a self-veri�ed parametric solver, [x�] � ��p, from (5)we obtain the interval linear system

A(p)�� = b�(p)�A�(p)[x�]; (6)
involving the original parametric matrix and a right-hand-side vector depending on the original parameters and the in-terval vector of the initial solution enclosures. IfX � denotesthe solution set of (6), enclosing it by any self-validated nu-merical method will give us

[�� ] � �X � � �@x(p)@p� j p 2 [p]� : (7)
Thus, if for some i = 1; : : : ; n, 0 62 [�� ]i then the cor-responding solution component xi(p) is monotonic withrespect to p� with a monotonicity type sign�@xi(p)@p� � =

sgn ([�� ]i). The success of this computer-aided proof willdepend on the sharpness of the enclosure (7). To pro-vide a best possible enclosure, the system (6) should besolved by a parametric method. Furthermore, if A�(p)xinvolves some xi; (1 � i � n) in more than one ofthe vector components, introducing additional parametersxi 2 [x�]i; (1 � i � n) will reduce the solution overes-timation due to the dependency problem. In order that noexceed parameters are introduced, we de�ne an index setJ� := fj j fA�(p)g�j 6= 0g, where fA�(p)g�j 6= 0 meansthat the jth column of A�(p) is not equal to the zero vector.Denoting r�(p; xJ� ) := @b(p)@p� � A�(p)x and solving thepartial derivative system
A(p) ���(p; xJ� ) = r�(p; xJ� )p 2 [p]; xJ� 2 [x�J� ] (8)

by a self-validating parametric solver, will provide a bestpossible enclosure [�� ] for the set of �-th partial deriva-tives. Since the quality of the enclosure [�� ] in (7) dependsalso on the sharpness of the initial enclosure [x�], it mightbe helpful to resolve the derivative parametric system withan improved enclosure [x�] of (1). This will be exploited inSection 2.2 and demonstrated in Section 3.Let for �xed i, 1 � i � n, there exist index sets
L+ := f� j sgn(� @xi@p�

�) = 1g;
L� := f� j sgn(� @xi@p�

�) = �1g:
If L� [ L+ = f1; : : : ; kg then the exact bounds of f�pgican be obtained by solving two point linear systems, givenbelow, in exact arithmetic or a very sharp �oating-point en-closure can be delivered by a self-validated solver for thesame two point systems
[inf �p; sup�p]i = [ fA�1(p�L+ ; p+L�)b(p�L+ ; p+L�)gi;fA�1(p+L+ ; p�L�)b(p+L+ ; p�L�)gi]:However, for some i, 1 � i � n, xi(p) may be notmonotonic for p� in the domain [p] or the enclosure [�� ]is so rough that 0 2 [�� ], or just xi(p) may be not depen-dent of p� . This means that there exist index sets L+, L�,de�ned as above, and L0 := f� j 0 2 [�� ]ig so that

L+ [ L� [ L0 = f1; : : : ; kg; L0 6= ;: (9)
If (9) holds, considering two new parametric linear systems,involving a reduced number of parameters pL0 2 [pL0 ],A�(pL0)y = b�(pL0); A+(pL0)z = b+(pL0); (10)
wherein a�ij(pL0) := aij(p�L+ ; p+L� ; pL0), b�i (pL0) :=bi(p�L+ ; p+L� ; pL0), a+ij(pL0) := aij(p+L+ ; p�L� ; pL0),



b+i (pL0) := bi(p+L+ ; p�L� ; pL0), a sharper enclosure off�pgi can be obtained as
[inf �p; sup�p]i � [y�]i [ [z�]i � [x�]i:

Next we present how in case of (9) it is still possible toproof monotonicity of xi(p) with respect to pL0 or to proofcombinatorial bounds for f�pgi.
2.2. Local monotonicity proof

Let [y�]; [z�] be enclosures of the solution sets of the cor-responding parametric systems (10). These enclosures usu-ally give an overestimated enclosure of �(A(p); b(p); [p])but they can be used in an attempt to prove monotonicityproperties of x(p) in the local domains (p�L+ ; p+L� ; [pL0 ]),(p+L+ ; p�L� ; [pL0 ]), respectively. To this end, let �x q 2 L0.Taking the partial derivative @@pq on the equations (10),we solve the following derivative systems corresponding to(10) and the parameter pq 2 pL0
A�(pL0)�y;q = ry;q(pL0 ; yJy;q )A+(pL0)�z;q = rz;q(pL0 ; zJz;q );

where �y;q := @y(pL0 )@pq , ry;q(pL0 ; yJy;q ) := @b�(pL0 )@pq �A�(pL0)yJy;q , Jy;q := fj j fA�(pL0 )@pq g�j 6= 0g; �z;qand rz;q(pL0 ; yJz;q ) are de�ned analogously with respectto z. Now, if [�y;q], [�z;q] are the corresponding so-lution enclosures and 0 62 [�y;q]i, 0 62 [�z;q]i, de-�ne � := sgn([�y;q]i), � := sgn([�z;q]i). Thus,finf �(A(p); b(p); [p])gi will be determined by the end-point p�q of [pq] := [p�q ; p+q ] and fsup�(A(p); b(p); [p])giwill be determined by p�q . Note that � = � means thatxi(p) is monotone w.r.t. pq while � 6= � means that thecorresponding boundaries are combinatorial. In the lattercase it may happen that 0 62 [�y;q]i but 0 2 [�z;q]i andvice-versa.To be more clear, below we give an algorithm for thelocal monotonicity procedure, where ParametricSSolve isa function providing guaranteed enclosure of a parametriclinear system and globalMonotoneType is a function per-forming global monotonicity proof and delivering an n� kmatrix monType with elements �1; 1, or 0.
localMonotoneType(Ap; bp; [p], monType)For i = 1; : : : ; nIf 0 62 fmonTypegi then fmTgi = fmonTypegielse begindecompose fmonTypegi into L+, L�, L0generate A = (aij) by aij := fApgij(p�L+ ; p+L� ; pL0)b = (bi) by bi := fbpgi(p�L+ ; p+L� ; pL0)[s�] = ParametricSSolve(A; b; [pL0 ])

y = fglobalMonotoneType(A; b; [pL0 ], [s�])gigenerate A = (aij) by aij := fApgij(p+L+ ; p�L� ; pL0)b = (bi) by bi := fbpgi(p+L+ ; p�L� ; pL0)[s�] = ParametricSSolve(A; b; [pL0 ])z = fglobalMonotoneType(A; b; [pL0 ], [s�])giFor � = 1; : : : ; kt = position of � in L0
fmTgi� := (fyt; ztg if � 2 L0fmonTypegi� otherwiseendendendReturn mTFor the sake of an ef�cient implementation of the pro-posed approach it should be noted that the original paramet-ric system and the parametric systems of the partial deriva-tives for all parameters have same matrix and differ only intheir right hand side vectors. This allows inverting of onlyone point matrix and using the same iteration matrix when�nding an initial solution enclosure and enclosing the solu-tions to all partial derivative systems.

2.3. Convexity/concavity proof

Following the considerations along the above lines, onecan proof convexity or concavity by the same technique en-closing the solutions of the parametric systems for the sec-ond partial derivatives of the original system.
3. Illustrative examples

This section provides some examples illustrating the ap-plication of the approach proposed in Section 2. Further-more, presented are examples demonstrating the advantagesand an expanded scope of applications of the approachbased on self-validated parametric solvers. In comparisonto the approaches based on extreme point computations [1],[2], [8], dealing only with rank-one uncertainty structures,the proposed approach can handle dependencies betweenA(p) and b(p) as well as nonlinear dependencies. Combina-torial bounds of the parametric solution set can be proven aswell as the respective properties of non-square linear para-metric problems. The computational ef�ciency is also dis-cussed.First we present two problems from structural mechan-ics which are chosen to be small so that the structure ofthe parameter dependencies in the corresponding systems isvisible. In [13] the presented approach is applied to largersystems coming from �nite element approximation of me-chanical problems. Namely, combinatorial property of theparametric solution set hull is proven for parametric sys-tems with nonlinear dependencies modeling a one-bay steel



frame and a two-bay two-story frame, the latter involving18 equations and 13 uncertain parameters. The third exam-ple, considered in Section 3.3, involves 81 equations and101 uncertain parameters. It should be noted that when theconcerned parametric linear system is a result of discretizedequation of a continued problem, e.g. the �nite element dis-cretization of a partial differential equation, proving a cer-tain property of the linear system would not mean the sameproperty for the original in�nite dimensional problem. Itis beyond the scope of this method to account for the dis-cretization error of the mathematical model in addition tothe uncertainty in the parameters, although there are somerecent investigations in this direction.
The numerical computations are performed in the envi-ronment of Mathematica [18] where numerous functionsare developed particularly for solving linear parametricproblems with uncertain data. The initial version ofa Mathematica package IntervalComputations`Li

nearSystems` [9] supported functions for veri�ed solvingof non-parametric interval linear systems and parametriclinear systems involving af�ne-linear dependencies. Latteron the package was extended by a function for veri�ed solv-ing of linear systems whose input data are rational functionsof interval parameters [12], [13] and functions allowingef�cient handling of non-square (over- or underdetermined)linear parametric systems [11]. All self-veri�ed solversoptionally deliver an inner estimation of the computedouter enclosure of the solution set hull so that the qualityof the latter can be estimated. Expanding further the abovefunctionality, several functions, supporting the approachpresented in Section 2, are implemented: For a given para-metric system (1�3) and an enclosure xp of the parametricsolution set, globalMonotoneType(Ap,bp,pars,xp)is a function that solves k parametric systems (8) anddelivers an n � k matrix with elements �1; 1, or 0denoting the corresponding partial derivative signs, 0means that monotonicity cannot be proven. For a givenparametric system (1�3) and an n � k matrix monType,containing information about the global monotonicityproperties of the solution and involving zero elements,
localMonotoneType(Ap,bp,pars,monType) veri�eslocal monotonicity properties of the parametric solutionand delivers an n� k table whose elements can be 0; 1;�1,or f�; �g, where �; � 2 f0; 1;�1g, corresponding to globalmonotonicity, or combinatorial, or both parametric solutionproperties. For a given parametric system (1�3) and an n�ktable monType, containing information about the mono-tonicity and/or combinatorial properties of the solution,
monotoneParametricSolve(Ap,bp,pars,monType)is a function which based on the information in monTypedelivers a guaranteed enclosure of the parametric solutionset. The elements of monType can be 0; 1;�1, or f�; �gwhere �; � 2 f0; 1;�1g.

The implementation of all parametric solvers is basedon a general purpose self-validated parametric method pro-posed by S. Rump [16] and generalized in [10]. Althoughthe computations presented below in this section use thesesolvers (the function ParametricSSolve), the proposedapproach can be applied by using other self-validated para-metric solvers, e.g. one based on method proposed in [7].
3.1. Planar frame

Consider a simple planar frame with three types of sup-port and an external load distributed uniformly along thebeam as shown in Figure 1. The frame is modelled by using

Figure 1. Planar frame after [4].

the method of forces and assuming small displacements andlinear elastic material law (for more details see [4], [12]). Itis assumed that all beams have the same Young modulusE but momentum of inertia J of the beam cross-sectionsare related by the formula J12 = J23 = 1:5J24. Thelengths of the beams and the load are considered to be un-certain with l12; l24 2 [0:95; 1:05], l23 2 [0:7125; 0:7875],q 2 [7:5; 12:5].Bounds for the moments and the reactions in the planarframe model should be obtained by solving the followinglinear system0BBBBBBBBBB@

2l12 l12 0 0 0l12 2l12 + 2l23 �2l23 0 00 �2l23 2l23 + 3l24 0 00 0 0 0 00 0 0 1 1�1 0 0 0 l12�1 1 0 �l12 00 0 �1 0 00 0 00 0 00 0 00 1 10 0 0l12 + l24 0 l230 0 0l24 0 0

1CCCCCCCCCCA
x =

0BBBBBBBBBB@

00� 38ql3240ql24ql24l12 + 12 l24012ql224

1CCCCCCCCCCA
:



Note that the right-hand side depends on the beam lengths,not only on the external load (this is partly due to the pres-ence of distributed load along one of the beams), and thedependence is nonlinear. Our goal is to prove monotonic-ity properties of the system solution or some combinatorialproperties of the solution which will allow a sharp enclosureof the system response. We assume that the requiredMathe-matica functions are loaded in the memory and that the vari-ables mat, vec, pars contain the parametric matrix, ther.h. side vector and the 4-tuple of parameters (l12; l23; l24; q)with their interval values, respectively. Note that the com-puter algebra environment ofMathematica allows the samemathematical (symbolic) notations, as in the above de�ni-tion of the system, to be used for entering the input data.Our approach requires that �rst we �nd an initial enclosureof the parametric solution set and then execute the function
globalMonotoneType.
In[2]:=xp=ParametricSSolve[mat, vec, pars];

mT1 = globalMonotoneType[mat,vec,pars,xp]

Out[3]=ff0, 1,0, 1g,f1,-1,0,-1g,

f1,-1,0,-1g,f1,-1,0,-1g,f-1,1,0,1g,

f1, 0,0, 1g,f0, 0,0,-1g, f0,0,0,1ggThus, for each solution component we managed to provemonotonic dependence with respect to some of the param-eters. The information about that dependence (mT1) is usedby the function localMonotoneType to compute sharpersolution enclosures for the initial parametric system and toprove local monotonicity properties of the derivative sys-tems corresponding to the lower and upper solution setbounds for each of the solution components.
In[4]:= mT2=localMonotoneType[mat, vec,

pars, mT1] /. fft�, t�g->tg
Out[4]=ff-1,1,1,1g, f1,-1,-1,-1g,

f1,-1,1,-1g,f1,-1,-1,-1g,f-1,1,1,1g,
f1,1,1,1g, f0,-1,1,-1g, f0,1,-1,1ggThe proven local monotonicity is of the same type forboth derivative systems which means corresponding globalmonotonicity properties. Unfortunately, the dependence ofthe last two solution components w.r.t. the �rst parameter isstill not known. However, we can use again the improvedknowledge (mT2) about the solution global monotonicityproperties.

In[5]:= localMonotoneType[mat, vec, pars,
mT2] /. fft�, t�g->tg

Out[5]=ff-1,1,1,1g, f1,-1,-1,-1g,
f1,-1,1,-1g,f 1,-1,-1,-1g,f-1,1,1,1g,
f1, 1,1, 1g,f-1,-1, 1,-1g,f1,1,-1,1ggThus global monotonicity properties of the parametric so-lution are rigorously proven which allows �nding the exactbounds or a guaranteed very sharp enclosure for the para-metric system response.

3.2. Cantilevar beam

Consider the cantilevar beam shown in Figure 2. Each

Figure 2. Cantilevar beam.

beam element is characterized by its length Li, modulus ofelasticity Ei, and momentum of inertia Ji, and is loadedwith uniformly distributed load wi, i = 1; 2; 3. It is as-sumed that the axial deformations are neglected. All the pa-rameters are considered to be uncertain. The beam is mod-elled by the following linear system0B@
4p1L1 + 4p2L2 2p2L2 02p2L2 4p2L2 + 4p3L3 2p3L30 2p3L3 4p3L3

1CAx =
0B@�

w1L2112 + w2L2212�w2L2212 + w3L2312�w3L2312
1CA ;

where p1; p2; p3 2 [0:018905; 0:021105], pi = EiJi, i =1; 2; 3, represent variations in the material properties, theelement lengths are L1 2 [9:95; 10:05], L2 2 [7:96; 8:04],L3 2 [5:97; 6:03], and the distributed loads w1; w2; w3vary independently within [0; 4]. The goal is to prove so-lution properties allowing a sharp enclosure of the systemresponse. We apply our approach as in the previous exam-ple but with new input data. The 9-tuple of parameters is(p1; p2; p3; L1; L2; L3; w1; w2; w3).
In[7]:=xp=ParametricSSolve[mat, vec, pars];

mT1=globalMonotoneType[mat,vec,pars,xp]
Out[8]= ff0,0,0,0,0,0,-1, 1,-1g,

f0,0,0,0,0,0, 1,-1, 1g,
f0,0,0,0,0,0,-1, 1,-1ggIt is proven a monotonic dependence of the parametricsolution with respect to the last three (load) parametersw1; w2; w3. Due to this we can check the local monotonic-ity of the corresponding derivative system couples and weget the following result

In[9]:= localMonotoneType[mat,vec,pars,mT1]
Out[9]=f
ff1,-1g,f1,-1g,f1,-1g,f-1,1g,f-1,1g,f-1,1g,-1,1,-1g,

ff1,-1g,f1,-1g,f1,-1g,f-1,1g,f-1,1g,f-1,1g,1,-1,1g,

ff1,-1g,f1,-1g,f1,-1g,f-1,1g,f-1,1g,f-1,1g,-1,1,-1ggwhich shows the combinatorial property of the parametricsolution set. Furthermore, to compute the solution set hullthere is no need to solve 29 = 256 point linear systemscorresponding to all possible combinations of the intervalend-points but only those 4 corresponding to the global andlocal monotonicity types, obtained in Out[9].



3.3. Truss Cantilevar

As a large example we consider the truss cantilevarshown in Figure 3 and proposed as a benchmark exampleby R. Muhanna [5]. A �nite element model for a one-bay

Figure 3. Truss cantilevar after [5].

20-�oor truss cantilever consists of 42 nodes and 101 el-ements. The modulus of elasticity Ei of each element isconsidered to be uncertain. A complete description of theproblem can be found in [5]. The model leads to a paramet-ric linear system involving 81 variables and 101 uncertainparameters Ei connected by af�ne-linear dependencies. Thecomputer-assisted approach based on a self-veri�ed para-metric solver is applied for proving the combinatorial prop-erty of the solution set hull for 2% parameter uncertainties,that is Ei 2 [0:99; 1:01], i = 1; : : : ; 101.The computer-aided proof was slow for such a prob-lem involving large number of uncertain parameters. Someexperiments showed that ignoring the rounding errors inthe calculations not explicitly involving intervals (approachused by many authors for the sake of speed) while solvingthe parametric systems leads to some wrong monotonicitytypes. This example demonstrates the necessity of a fullyrigorous implementation of the parametric solvers used fora computer-aided proof. Monotonicity or combinatorialproperties of most solution components are proven. Herewe present the properties of the last two solution compo-nents corresponding to the displacements in horizontal andvertical direction of the upper right corner (D, in Figure 3),which is the problem of interest. While the solution com-

ponent 80 is monotone with respect to all parameters: (-1,

-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1,

-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1,

-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1,

-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1,

-1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, 1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1, -1,

1), the last solution component possesses the combinatorialproperty w.r.t. E11, that is (1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, f-1,1g, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1,1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1,1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1,1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1, 1, 1, 1,-1, -1, 1, 1, 1, -1, -1).Although it can be theoretically proven for some prob-lems that the extremal values of any solution component areattained at vertices of the parameter box, which are thesevertices is not known. Thus, �nding the exact solution sethull by combinatorial extreme point calculations may beprohibitive for large number of parameters (truss cantileversystem requires solving approx. 2:5353 � 1030 point sys-tems), while the proof based on veri�ed parametric solvers,although heavy and slow, is usually feasible providing inaddition explicit information for the monotonicity types.
3.4. Properties of least squares solutions

It was mentioned in [2], as an interesting open problem,the extent to which least squares solutions
xLS(p) = �A>(p)A(p)��1A>(p)b(p);

where A(p) is an n �m matrix with rank A(p) = m < nfor all admissible p 2 [p], are monotonic, convex or con-cave with respect to the uncertain model parameters. Re-sults along these lines would be important when studyingthe dependence of the least squares solution on either de-sign variables or uncertain parameters.Non-parametric interval least squares estimates are con-sidered by several authors. In [3] a solution enclosure issought by solving the normal equation A>Ax = A>b. Be-cause the spectral radius of the matrix is greater than 1 formost problems, interval enclosures are obtained by a spe-cially designed methodology based on QR decomposition.The overestimation of the obtained enclosures is assessedby computing the convex hull of the solution basing on thesigns of the partial derivatives of the solution with respectto the elements of the matrix and the right hand side vector.The utilized monotonicity approach is almost the same asthe exploited in this work with the important difference thatthe sign of the partial derivatives is evaluated at the inter-val mid points and not proven over the interval box. It iswell known that such point estimates may be not correct ingeneral.



To avoid the ill-conditioning of A>(p)A(p) in enclosingthe solutions of non-square over- or underdetermined para-metric linear systems, we follow the proposal of S. Rump[15] for nonparametric systems, and consider a correspond-ing augmented square linear system. For the least squaresproblem, the augmented system is�A(p) �I0 A>(p)
� � �xLSy

� = �b(p)0
� : (11)

The augmented system, being parametric even for nonpara-metric nonsquare systems, helps also for reducing the de-pendencies in the parametric normal equation. How to han-dle ef�ciently the parameter dependence in the above aug-mented system is detailed in [11]. Thus, for a rigorouscomputer-assisted proof, the corresponding derivative sys-tems should be constructed from the augmented system (11)and their solutions should be enclosed by the algorithmspresented in the preceding sections.
3.5. Computational e�ciency

Beside the expanded scope of applications of the pre-sented approach, it is computationally cheaper comparedto the extreme point computations [2], [8]. For rank-oneuncertainty structures, checking monotonicity properties ofthe parametric solution, as proposed in [2], depends ex-ponentially on the number of the parameters and requiresabout �2k solutions of point linear systems, where � is afactor depending on the implementation. Proving the mono-tonicity properties by the presented approach, based on self-validated parametric solvers, requires solving of 1+k para-metric interval linear systems. In case that local monotonic-ity should be additionally proven, the number of parametricsolvers increases by 2(n+1) for each execution of this pro-cedure.Based on the available self-validated parametric solver,the success of a proof depends on the quality of that solver,that is its ability to provide sharp solution enclosures. Forexample, the general-purpose parametric �xed-point itera-tion [16] is convergent only for strongly regular parametricmatrices and may fail for some A(p) which is regular butnot strongly regular on [p]. It is also well-known that this in-terval parametric method produces quite overestimated so-lution enclosures, and even fail, for very large parameterintervals. On another side, a recently developed method[7] is extremely ef�cient for enclosing the solution set oflarge scale parametric systems involving rank-one uncer-tainty structures and wide parameter intervals.
4. Conclusion

We demonstrated the application of self-veri�ed para-metric solvers for computer-assisted numerical proof of

some properties of the parametric solution. Namely, mono-tonicity and convexity/concavity dependence of the solutioncomponents with respect to the system parameters, as wellas extreme point results for the convex hull of the paramet-ric solution set can be proven by guaranteed �oating-pointcomputations. The methodological novelties of the pro-posed technique reside at two places of the paper: First, thealgorithm for proving monotonicity of the solution compo-nents requires solving a parametric linear system (with thesame matrix) involving additional parameters in the right-hand side, the parameters corresponding to the componentsof the initial solution enclosure. This provides sharperenclosure of the derivatives, and thus the success of themethod (without necessity of interval subdivision). Sec-ond, the combinatorial hull of the parametric solution setis achieved by proving local monotonicity properties of thesolution components.The proposed technique, based on self-validated para-metric solvers, does not have the limitations of the ex-treme point methods [2], [8] for rank-one uncertainty struc-tures, allows handling of more general parameter dependen-cies and non-square parametric linear systems at a cheaperprice providing in addition guaranteed results. The numer-ical proof of parametric solution properties is applicable toproblems formulated in terms of different uncertainty theo-ries which rely on interval arithmetic for computations, suchas deterministic interval uncertainties, fuzzy set theory, ran-dom set theory, probability bounds theory, or mixed typeuncertainties.
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